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INTRODUCTION
Big data has become an important tool in the enterprise’s survival toolkit as it continues to adapt to the 
challenges brought on by the coronavirus pandemic.

According to a survey from analytics platform provider Sisense, businesses are leaning on analytics for business 
insights and efficiencies more than they did pre-COVID-19. 

As the plethora of  data points, which is constantly growing, from social media, news, health organizations, 
and other outlets begins to overwhelm data scientists and policy makers, new tools could help streamline data 
analysis and help connect the dots about the real impact of  the disease, and which regions to turn attention to.

This ebook from TechRepublic explores how big data can help mitigate the spread of  the coronavirus, reveals 
new tools, provides use cases for analytics, and reports on data’s role in return-to-work decisions.
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SMALL BUSINESSES ARE USING MORE ANALYTICS 
TO SURVIVE COVID-19
Survey reveals that analytics usage and business optimism are up as companies 
navigate the choppy waters of the new normal.

BY ALLEN BERNARD

According to a new survey from 
analytics platform provider 
Sisense, businesses are leaning 
on analytics for business insights 
and efficiencies more than 
they did pre-COVID-19. The 
survey, “State of  BI & Analytics 
Report 2020: Special COVID-19 
Edition,” found that 49% 
of  companies are using data 
analytics “more or much more” 
than before the COVID-19 crisis. 
Small businesses, those with 51 to 200 employees, in particular, are finding new ways to use data in response 
to the crisis. They lead larger enterprises in the use of  analytics across every department with 68% of  small 
businesses using analytics in operations, 56% in finance, 50% in sales, and 45% in product.

Specifically, 55% of  companies are using data to improve efficiency and rely on it to predict changes and 
outcomes. Forty-seven percent are using data to improve interactions with their customers. While 45% say they 
are using it to predict business outcomes. About a third of  companies using analytics in new ways are consid-
ering moving their analytics workloads to the cloud as a result of  COVID-19.

“Data-driven decision making has been a business goal for many years,” said Harry Glaser, chief  business 
officer of  Sisense, “but there is nothing like a global financial crisis to spur decisive, agile, and insightful insights 
to keep your business afloat. History has shown that times of  crisis, whether financial, geo-political, or weath-
er-related, advance the use of  and reliance upon data and analytics.”

How data is used varies by company size, as well. Larger companies with 5,000 or more employees use analytics 
to improve business efficiency and reduce expenses. Small businesses are focusing on efficiency and customer 

IMAGE: ELENABS, GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/how-covid-19-is-disrupting-the-enterprise-and-what-you-can-do-about-it/
https://www.sisense.com/whitepapers/state-of-bi-analytics-report-2020/
https://www.sisense.com/whitepapers/state-of-bi-analytics-report-2020/
https://www.sisense.com/whitepapers/state-of-bi-analytics-report-2020/
https://www.sisense.com/whitepapers/state-of-bi-analytics-report-2020/
https://www.cbsnews.com/coronavirus/
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support. Regardless of  company size, improving efficiency, supporting customers, and predicting changes and 
outcomes are the three fastest-growing use cases for data and analytics.

“[M]any small companies grew with cloud infrastructure in place,” the report said. “Additionally, they are still 
small enough to use a single, centralized BI [business intelligence] solution. Therefore, we see that companies 
ranging from 10-200 employees reported the largest usage of  analytics.”

More than half  of  respondents said their businesses have the needed resources to support data-driven insights. 
Only 14% are cutting back on analytics spending, while 65% are increasing budget or maintaining spend on 
data analytics.

Retail, government, and media reported plans to increase investment in data analytics, while professional 
services, healthcare, and marketing/advertising are the least likely to increase their analytics budgets.

Perhaps the most surprising finding is most respondents are optimistic about the future. Seventy-nine percent 
believe their companies will survive the COVID-19 shut down or even grow. Nearly half  (46%) of  respon-
dents said they see COVID-19-related business opportunities. Healthcare, travel, government, and industrial/
manufacturing companies said they are using COVID-19 as an opportunity to refocus their business models or 
their resource planning.

“The biggest surprise to us was the sense of  optimism,” Glaser said. “The tools and technologies to manage 
through this crisis are accessible today, available to businesses of  all sizes. This isn’t about an [artificial intelli-
gence] AI roadmap that’s five years out. This is technology that is not out of  reach. It can help save businesses, 
help leaders make the right decisions, and make a difference.”

About the survey
Sisense partnered with Meidata, a market research firm, to conduct the report’s research. Meidata surveyed 500 
US-based data professionals and business executives across different industries and roles to understand how 
COVID-19 changed their outlook and the day-to-day work of  BI and analytics professionals.

https://www.techrepublic.com/resource-library/downloads/cheat-sheet-artificial-intelligence-free-pdf/
https://www.techrepublic.com/resource-library/downloads/cheat-sheet-artificial-intelligence-free-pdf/
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IBM’S NEW COVID NOTEBOOKS OFFER AN 
OPEN-SOURCE TOOLKIT TO ANALYZE  
COVID-19 DATA
The toolkit can help data scientists and policy makers understand COVID-19 data in real 
time, the company says.

BY HOPE REESE

As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to 
spread across the globe—on Wednesday, 
America saw 34,700 new COVID-19 cases in 
a single day, which was the highest since the 
late April—finding the right tools to detect and 
track the spread has become urgent. 

On Thursday, a new open-source toolkit called 
COVID notebooks, offered by IBM’s Center for 
Open-Source Data and AI Technologies, could 
help address the issue. The toolkit is poised 
to perform basic tasks such as gathering and 
collating current data on the outbreak, cleaning 
up the data, and creating reports and graphs that can quickly illustrate the spread in real time.

The toolkit will use Jupyter Notebooks for data analysis, and create data processing pipelines through the Elyra 
Notebook Pipelines Visual Editor and KubeFlow Pipelines—which IBM says will relieve the burden for data 
scientists, who can turn their attention to higher-level tasks. 

As the plethora of  data points, which is constantly growing, from social media, news, health organizations, and 
other outlets is beginning to overwhelm data scientists and policy makers, the company says its new tool could 
help streamline data analysis and help connect the dots about the real impact of  the disease, and which regions 
to turn attention to.

Data analysts can use COVID notebooks to create their own analyses in real time, at a county level, and can 
even analyze data by certain conditions such as poverty level. It draws from the COVID-19 Data Repository 
by the Center for Systems Science and Engineering (CSSE) at Johns Hopkins University, which has been a 

IMAGE: HOWTOGOTO, GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/how-covid-19-is-disrupting-the-enterprise-and-what-you-can-do-about-it/
https://www.cbsnews.com/coronavirus
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/elyra.readthedocs.io/en/latest/getting_started/overview.html*notebook-pipelines-visual-editor__;Iw%21%21N96JrnIq8IfO5w%21wYApN5VVBkXfLalLHY3WufhO7poAUlFUz2SwkZiFU8w5i9psHP5ILVWvojP8h7Ea3PDlfsRlJ68D25tGTDYaBCw%24
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/elyra.readthedocs.io/en/latest/getting_started/overview.html*notebook-pipelines-visual-editor__;Iw%21%21N96JrnIq8IfO5w%21wYApN5VVBkXfLalLHY3WufhO7poAUlFUz2SwkZiFU8w5i9psHP5ILVWvojP8h7Ea3PDlfsRlJ68D25tGTDYaBCw%24
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/www.kubeflow.org/docs/pipelines/overview/pipelines-overview/__;%21%21N96JrnIq8IfO5w%21wYApN5VVBkXfLalLHY3WufhO7poAUlFUz2SwkZiFU8w5i9psHP5ILVWvojP8h7Ea3PDlfsRlJ68D25tGLa4ZuRU%24
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__github.com_CSSEGISandData_COVID-2D19&d=DwMGaQ&c=jGUuvAdBXp_VqQ6t0yah2g&r=x1osh83D1RmdAdxSxzwy8PEb8uB6BfJRHT9pAtiwqhE&m=Ma5lL5HeoCf0DLZTTc_RBP4EuDNyLdbQSTIj5Fuwz8s&s=2lIImQBysNB2UetsD__ltdAVbCTOyypIL8ODEYeMHuo&e=
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main source for organizations that have been generating predictions for the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention.

The COVID notebooks attempt to draw from a range of  sources, such as the New York Times Coronavirus 
(Covid-19) Data in the United States and the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control’s data on 
the geographic distribution of  COVID-19 cases worldwide to help fill in the gaps.

The tech behind COVID notebooks is a data framework called Pandas dataframes, and the TensorArray 
extension type from IBM’s Text Extensions for Pandas library is also used to keep time series tensors in the 
cells of  Pandas dataframes. IBM’s team also “leveraged the graphical workflow editor that we have built as 
part of  the Elyra project to tie our notebooks into workflows that you can run each day as new data becomes 
available.”

“IBM and our team believe in the importance of  democratizing technology, activating developers with the most 
up-to-date datasets and tools, which can help policy makers make the most informed decisions for citizens’ 
well-being,” the press release states.

For those interested in getting started, you can begin by using the repo to create an analysis. Contributions from 
developers and data scientists into the GitHub repository are also welcome, according to IBM.

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__github.com_nytimes_covid-2D19-2Ddata&d=DwMGaQ&c=jGUuvAdBXp_VqQ6t0yah2g&r=x1osh83D1RmdAdxSxzwy8PEb8uB6BfJRHT9pAtiwqhE&m=Ma5lL5HeoCf0DLZTTc_RBP4EuDNyLdbQSTIj5Fuwz8s&s=wdAX6e1WaaNJ96X-ARbfyihS_4WJYkg3_OG8wCUdQlk&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__github.com_nytimes_covid-2D19-2Ddata&d=DwMGaQ&c=jGUuvAdBXp_VqQ6t0yah2g&r=x1osh83D1RmdAdxSxzwy8PEb8uB6BfJRHT9pAtiwqhE&m=Ma5lL5HeoCf0DLZTTc_RBP4EuDNyLdbQSTIj5Fuwz8s&s=wdAX6e1WaaNJ96X-ARbfyihS_4WJYkg3_OG8wCUdQlk&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.ecdc.europa.eu_en_publications-2Ddata_download-2Dtodays-2Ddata-2Dgeographic-2Ddistribution-2Dcovid-2D19-2Dcases-2Dworldwide&d=DwMGaQ&c=jGUuvAdBXp_VqQ6t0yah2g&r=x1osh83D1RmdAdxSxzwy8PEb8uB6BfJRHT9pAtiwqhE&m=Ma5lL5HeoCf0DLZTTc_RBP4EuDNyLdbQSTIj5Fuwz8s&s=w8VvMtQNagcO1a_cieTLh-2FmdP-SpEQgCNPsG8qvPM&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.ecdc.europa.eu_en_publications-2Ddata_download-2Dtodays-2Ddata-2Dgeographic-2Ddistribution-2Dcovid-2D19-2Dcases-2Dworldwide&d=DwMGaQ&c=jGUuvAdBXp_VqQ6t0yah2g&r=x1osh83D1RmdAdxSxzwy8PEb8uB6BfJRHT9pAtiwqhE&m=Ma5lL5HeoCf0DLZTTc_RBP4EuDNyLdbQSTIj5Fuwz8s&s=w8VvMtQNagcO1a_cieTLh-2FmdP-SpEQgCNPsG8qvPM&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__github.com_CODAIT_text-2Dextensions-2Dfor-2Dpandas&d=DwMGaQ&c=jGUuvAdBXp_VqQ6t0yah2g&r=x1osh83D1RmdAdxSxzwy8PEb8uB6BfJRHT9pAtiwqhE&m=Ma5lL5HeoCf0DLZTTc_RBP4EuDNyLdbQSTIj5Fuwz8s&s=uYxJetDi7A1P3NH0qFYYugUv2zGhHPuv1ROZeZZ6mE0&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__github.com_CODAIT_text-2Dextensions-2Dfor-2Dpandas&d=DwMGaQ&c=jGUuvAdBXp_VqQ6t0yah2g&r=x1osh83D1RmdAdxSxzwy8PEb8uB6BfJRHT9pAtiwqhE&m=Ma5lL5HeoCf0DLZTTc_RBP4EuDNyLdbQSTIj5Fuwz8s&s=uYxJetDi7A1P3NH0qFYYugUv2zGhHPuv1ROZeZZ6mE0&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__github.com_CODAIT_text-2Dextensions-2Dfor-2Dpandas&d=DwMGaQ&c=jGUuvAdBXp_VqQ6t0yah2g&r=x1osh83D1RmdAdxSxzwy8PEb8uB6BfJRHT9pAtiwqhE&m=Ma5lL5HeoCf0DLZTTc_RBP4EuDNyLdbQSTIj5Fuwz8s&s=uYxJetDi7A1P3NH0qFYYugUv2zGhHPuv1ROZeZZ6mE0&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__elyra.readthedocs.io_en_latest_getting-5Fstarted_overview.html-23notebook-2Dpipelines-2Dvisual-2Deditor&d=DwMGaQ&c=jGUuvAdBXp_VqQ6t0yah2g&r=x1osh83D1RmdAdxSxzwy8PEb8uB6BfJRHT9pAtiwqhE&m=Ma5lL5HeoCf0DLZTTc_RBP4EuDNyLdbQSTIj5Fuwz8s&s=xW6PTPRBwv74OTzKl-WpvBBEQAVVUPGQKdR-b1qmO_4&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__github.com_elyra-2Dai_elyra&d=DwMGaQ&c=jGUuvAdBXp_VqQ6t0yah2g&r=x1osh83D1RmdAdxSxzwy8PEb8uB6BfJRHT9pAtiwqhE&m=Ma5lL5HeoCf0DLZTTc_RBP4EuDNyLdbQSTIj5Fuwz8s&s=IgFG-SHH4Lh7POWROhMDjBI0kxw06KA0OKigIh1b4zA&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__github.com_CODAIT_covid-2Dnotebooks&d=DwMGaQ&c=jGUuvAdBXp_VqQ6t0yah2g&r=x1osh83D1RmdAdxSxzwy8PEb8uB6BfJRHT9pAtiwqhE&m=Ma5lL5HeoCf0DLZTTc_RBP4EuDNyLdbQSTIj5Fuwz8s&s=Y21Lbzv6_ObveKvKQTU7rIQ_skJA2u2ncYPrVLOvXtY&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__github.com_CODAIT_covid-2Dnotebooks&d=DwMGaQ&c=jGUuvAdBXp_VqQ6t0yah2g&r=x1osh83D1RmdAdxSxzwy8PEb8uB6BfJRHT9pAtiwqhE&m=Ma5lL5HeoCf0DLZTTc_RBP4EuDNyLdbQSTIj5Fuwz8s&s=Y21Lbzv6_ObveKvKQTU7rIQ_skJA2u2ncYPrVLOvXtY&e=
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A COVID-19 DATA BLOCK LETS ORGANIZATIONS 
MAKE SENSE OF EVER-CHANGING DATA
Data discovery company Looker says the block helps structure data about the pandemic 
and makes it accessible and easy to use so decisions can be made.

BY ESTHER SHEIN

Making sense of  big data is often a challenging 
process and with this in mind, data discovery 
company Looker has developed a COVID-19 
Data Block--prebuilt pieces of  code that the 
company said simplifies data complexity.

It joins other Looker Blocks the company has 
developed and is free for people to explore. It is 
designed to be understandable to any employee, 
even those in a non-technical role, across 
different verticals, the company said.  

Looker was acquired by Google in February and 
its Data Block has been added to Google Maps 
Mobility Data, which presents data by location and highlights the percent change in visits to places like grocery 
stores and parks within a geographic area, the company said.  

Looker’s mission was to make data actionable. CEO Frank Bien “realized that people had questions the data 
could answer, but they didn’t have the tools to answer those questions because most people can’t write SQL,” 
to structure the data and figure out how to convert it to address business metrics, explained Looker’s Chief  
Data Evangelist, Daniel Mintz.

Translation from raw data to business metrics is already contained in Looker’s Analytic Blocks, Mintz said, 
adding that he was an early customer while working in the publishing industry. Mintz said he and his colleagues 
wanted to perform analysis on certain data to glean information such as which articles were performing well.

Looker gave them the ability to drill down and get more useful information from its dashboard, Mintz said. 
Looker works with wherever a customer stores its data and can be customized, he said. The company works to 
understand how data is structured and can build a block that knows how to interpret all the fields in use. “Our 
blocks will get you 90% of  the way there and you customize the last 10%.”

IMAGE: ISTOCKPHOTO/MANGOSTAR_STUDIO

https://looker.com/blog/data-in-the-time-of-covid-19
https://looker.com/blog/data-in-the-time-of-covid-19
https://docs.looker.com/data-modeling/looker-blocks#using_data_blocks
https://www.google.com/covid19/mobility/data_documentation.html?hl=en
https://www.google.com/covid19/mobility/data_documentation.html?hl=en
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When the COVID-19 pandemic began, “We watched like everyone else in horror and …  realized that there 
were amazing things happening with data,’’ especially real-time data on testing and infection rates, for example.

“We were watching various entities do data collection and put out reports every day and what you want is to 
put disparate data sets in one place and then harmonize them--make them all have same basic structure and 
make them homogeneous so people can reason with the data” for whatever purpose they have, Mintz said.

Looker’s COVID-19 Data Block makes public datasets easy to integrate into existing data, he said. It contains 
pre-built dashboards and provides links to data from places like the Johns Hopkins Center for Systems Science 
and Engineering and The New York Times.

Data Block is being used in impacted verticals like retail, so grocers that are seeing major spikes in sales both 
online and in stores are using this data to provide insights into what to order and have in stock, Looker said.

Hospitals, labs, and insurers are using data to understand how to prepare their business and save lives, including 
Commonwealth Care Alliance (CCA), which is utilizing Looker’s capabilities to guide and monitor delivery of  
critical aid to its members and patients during the pandemic.

Academic institutions such as Oklahoma State are using data to plan so they can mitigate the impacts of  
COVID on their citizens. The university is also using the Data Block to create a state-wide symptom tracker.   

Restaurant chains can benefit by using the data to determine which locations to reopen as restrictions ease and 
how to re-engage their employees, the company said. And meteorologists can use the Looker Weather Block on 
top of  the Google Mobility Data to align climate with people gatherings, the company said. 

The data in the Data Block is not static, Mintz said, and that as additional relevant data sources are made 
available, it will be updated to incorporate that information.

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/how-covid-19-is-disrupting-the-enterprise-and-what-you-can-do-about-it/
https://looker.com/news/press/commonwealth-care-alliance-uses-looker-to-monitor-impact-of-covid-19
https://www.cbsnews.com/coronavirus/
https://coronavirus.health.ok.gov/symptom-tracker
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BIG DATA GRAPHS ARE PLAYING AN IMPORTANT 
ROLE IN THE CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC
Researchers from many outlets are turning to graphs in an effort to connect pieces of 
data related to COVID-19 and find a treatment.

BY KAREN ROBY

TechRepublic’s Karen Roby talked with Alicia 
Frame, lead product manager for data science 
for Neo4j, a graph database platform, about 
the role of  big data and graphs in COVID-19 
research. The following is an edited transcript 
of  their conversation.

Alicia Frame: Neo4j is a graph database, and 
what that means is we store data as a graph. 
You can think of  it like nodes are the nouns, 
they’re things, and then they’re connected to 
each other with relationships. What that means 
is that we’re really good at storing disparate 
data from different sources, data where relationships are important. You can think of  it like in a social network: 
I know this other person, and those are two nodes, and there’s a relationship of  nodes. Or in the pharma-
ceutical sector, you can think of  it like genes, chemicals, and diseases. I have data from different sources that 
characterize the genes associated with different diseases, what drugs are there to treat those diseases. There’s 
publications that are pulled into this graph around what genes are expressed in patients who have been exposed 
to a certain virus in this case.

A graph database is really good at representing these really complex concepts. What happened with COVID-19 
is back in March, we started to get a lot of  requests. We have a really active developer community, and we 
spend a lot of  time talking to our users, what are they interested in? What do they need? And we started getting 
requests for, “Hey, I have a project where I want to build a knowledge graph about COVID-19. Do you guys 
have any resources to help us out?” Or, “Hey, I want to build a contact tracing app to figure out who’s been 
interacting with someone with a disease. Can you guys get me set up?” We have a cloud platform called Aura 
and, “Can I have some credits to run on Aura?” And we kept hearing a couple of  requests and then more and 
more, and we decided it was really important to come to the forefront and respond to that.
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TechRepublic’s Karen Roby talked with Alicia Frame, 
lead product manager for data science for Neo4j, about 
the role of big data and graphs in COVID-19 research.

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/how-covid-19-is-disrupting-the-enterprise-and-what-you-can-do-about-it/
https://www.cbsnews.com/coronavirus/
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Starting at the end of  March, we had this concerted effort to say, “Look, if  you’re doing something with 
COVID-19, we want to help. We had a Graphs4Good hackathon. We have devoted internal engineering 
resources, as well as our field team to help people get up and running, figure out how to do the engineering 
work, to answer their questions, as well as we did a big Graphs4Good to try to get everybody together in one 
place and build off  each other’s ideas.

Karen Roby: The collaboration is so important. Talk a little bit about how this type of  graph helps pharma-
ceutical companies and others trying to understand and track this virus.

Alicia Frame: If  you’re looking at drug discovery or curing diseases, in the past, what you would do is you 
would read a lot of  papers. There’s hundreds of  papers, thousands of  papers being published every day with 
information about, “I studied this gene and it did this.” That’s really hard to consume. If  you’re one drug 
discovery scientist, it’s basically impossible to keep on top of  the literature. If  you think about COVID-19 in 
particular, the pace of  publication is crazy. What they’re doing with Neo4j is we have folks who are using an 
NLP to basically parse those papers and extract the key concepts. What are the genes mentioned in this paper? 
What are the diseases that they’re talking about? What are the symptoms, what are the molecular pathways 
involved? And then that data is fed into a graph.

You have all of  these different papers, you’re extracting the key concepts, and then they’re all being knitted 
together in a graph so that you can really rapidly start exploring and traversing. You might want to say with 
COVID-19, “We know the spike protein is important. So I want to find all of  the antibody studies that have 
mentioned interactions with the spike protein.” And now I don’t have to read 30 papers. What I can do instead 
is I can write a query with Cypher, which is our query language, to answer that question really rapidly. It’s 
basically, you have all of  this complicated interconnected data right at your fingertips.

Karen Roby: I know you guys work with many different partners and companies that are involved in this. If  
you could just maybe talk about one in particular. Just mention the partnership there and what the role is.

Alicia Frame: One really cool example, that’s close to my heart is tellic, which is a company based in New 
York City. They work for pharmaceutical companies to do that kind of  text processing that I talked about: 
Parsing papers, internal data patents, and putting that into a graph with a UI so that users can get that infor-
mation at their fingertips. Neo4j has a database. They build tooling to populate the database and make it easy to 
use the database. And so they’ve built out tellic graph.C19, which is a public graph of  data that they’ve parsed 
from publications and patents that normally they sell that data to pharmaceutical companies. But instead, 
because we’re all working on the same thing together, they’ve actually made it freely accessible to researchers, 
drug companies, anyone interested in using the data. They’re working with the Empire Institute in New York 
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state to help with answering questions like, a drug like Remdesivir: How does it act and how likely is it to 
actually help with COVID-19?

Karen Roby: Have you seen a real difference in the level of  how people want to be involved and their desire to 
really make a difference?

Alicia Frame: Definitely. Drug discovery is historically something where companies want to keep their secrets 
secret, right? If  I’m going to discover a new drug, I want to keep that gene secret until I can patent it. This 
is different. Folks are open to collaboration because we need to respond as quickly as possible. It was really 
amazing to see companies that would usually be each other’s competitors coming together to work on graph 
projects, or seeing people volunteer their time. I worked with some clinicians who outside of  their work hours 
were spending their time doing engineering on these projects just because they wanted to help. It was really nice 
to see people who don’t normally work together, coming together to open source information, solve problems 
collaboratively instead of  everybody hiding off  in their own silo. And I think that’s helped a lot with the 
research velocity.
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ESRI GEOSPATIAL COVID-19 MAPPING TOOLS 
HELP WITH COMMUNITY CONTACT TRACING
As communities and businesses begin to reopen amid an ongoing pandemic contact 
tracing becomes the first line of defense. Leveraging location information can enhance 
these efforts.

BY R. DALLON ADAMS

Months into the coronavirus pandemic, 
COVID-19 continues to take its toll on popula-
tions and economies around the globe. In recent 
weeks, lockdown measures have lifted in many 
states, and businesses have reopened amid a 
strange new normal. To help mitigate the spread 
of  the coronavirus, we’ve seen the development 
of  a host of  contact-tracing protocols from 
apps to manual boots-on-the-ground efforts.

With no vaccine or cocktail of  treatments 
available, contact tracing at the community level 
becomes the first line of  defense. Geographic 
information system (GIS) software company 
Esri released information detailing an analytical 
capability system known as Community Contact Tracing, a sophisticated spatially enabled approach to contact 
tracing.

CONTACT TRACING AND THE IMPORTANCE OF SPACE
Contact tracing is the process of  backtracking the person-to-person contact and interactions of  an infected 
person. This complex web of  contacts can be used to pinpoint potential infectees and reduce the risk of  
further transmission. Once identified, self-quarantine efforts can then help reduce the spread beyond these 
potential infections, thus removing another vector from the equation.

More nuanced contact tracing can be achieved using location information within the overall approach. To 
accomplish this, the process requires “the location enablement of  contact addresses and community locations 

IMAGE: ESRI

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/how-covid-19-is-disrupting-the-enterprise-and-what-you-can-do-about-it/
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during the data collection process.” This allows contact tracers to determine specific locations where the virus 
is spreading, adding another level of  sophistication to the model.

Esri tools enhance traditional contact tracing techniques. Within ArcGIS Pro, for example, “link analysis 
and centrality can identify places that may connect cases and contacts otherwise unknown to one another,” 
according to the release. Once transmission hotspots within a community have been identified, officials can 
then rethink ways to promote social distancing in these areas. Additionally, organizations can then schedule 
more rigorous decontamination efforts in these areas. There are myriad coronavirus dashboards available, many 
offering spatial interfaces and real-time data updates.

During a spike in cases, medical equipment, such as ventilators and ICU beds, are at a premium. The spatial 
patterns involved in coronavirus transmission are central to an effective response strategy, especially at scale. By 
understanding cases and anticipated hospitalization in a given area, healthcare systems and local governments 
can then develop a more sophisticated location-allocation plan. These strategies involve placing surplus medical 
equipment in areas where they can be quickly mobilized to most efficiently reach surge cities or areas quickly.

https://www.esri.com/about/newsroom/blog/introducing-community-contact-tracing/
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COVID-19 NATIONAL RESPONSE PORTAL PUTS 
ESSENTIAL DATA WITHIN REACH
Powered by Google Cloud, the new portal combines information from public and 
private sectors as well as hospitals to provide a single place for critical health data and 
analytics.

BY BRANDON VIGLIAROLO

A new database of  COVID-19 data has launched with the goal of  being a hub for medical professionals, policy 
makers, and others who need critical data to make important decisions.

Called the National Response Portal (NRP), the project is a collaborative effort by many organizations, 
including cloud technology firm SADA, Google Cloud, and HCA Healthcare. The firms involved in building 
the National Response Portal have been joined by a multitude of  health care agencies, who are providing the 
data the portal is built on.

“Our first goal is to arm healthcare administrators and government officials with data-driven insights to 
navigate the road ahead. The NRP will provide decision-makers with rich and timely data to understand how 
policy changes and social behaviors impact efforts to end the crisis,” said Michael Ames, senior director of  
healthcare and life sciences at SADA.

The portal itself  provides detailed information that can be filtered in a variety of  ways, and is updated once 
daily by reporting agencies. Users can drill down to the county level and see statistics on how social distancing 
has affected the spread of  COVID-19, social mobility trends, and diagnosis trends.

IMAGE: NRP

https://nationalresponseportal.com/
https://map.nationalresponseportal.com/portal
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The data used in the portal is relatively new, and as more is added and models are improved the portal will be 
adding “nuanced situational metrics and refined forecasts for diagnoses and resource utilization.”

Data added for analysis will include ICU bed occupancy, ventilator supply vs. utilization, COVID-19 test 
results, and numbers of  patients who have recovered and been discharged from hospitals.

The portal’s mission is based around three goals: 

• Create the most complete dataset of  COVID-19 information available and use data. analytics to improve 
forecasting and give health care providers and policy makers insight into what’s coming.

• Use data to answer questions at the intersection of  health outcomes, social behavior, and public policy.

• Provide critical information to the public, like where to find testing, essential services, and medical care 
(all of  these can be filtered for in the portal’s map).

Google Cloud forms the backbone of  the portal, and tools such as Looker, BigQuery, and Kubernetes were 
used in its construction. The COVID-19 pandemic won’t be the end of  the National Response Portal, either: 
It sees the novel coronavirus pandemic as just its first challenge, and vows to continue to be of  use in the 
post-pandemic world. 

“When the crisis has passed, the NRP will continue to operate, serving as a hub for the integration of  data and 
insights to continue to help the nation persevere through emerging crises of  all kinds.”

“The National Response Portal represents an important resource to help U.S. healthcare organizations, govern-
ments and the public understand and respond to the impact of  COVID-19,” said Philip Moyer, VP of  industry 
sales at Google Cloud.

The COVID-19 pandemic is a chance to test the value of  big data and AI-driven analytics to deliver actionable 
data in a wide-spread crisis. Sites like the National Response Portal are a critical part of  proving that data 
analytics can be used for more than just charting the course of  a company.

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/coronavirus-crisis-gives-an-opportunity-for-ai-to-shine/
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/heed-predictive-analytics-and-gut-instincts-during-crisis-management/
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HOW ONE LENDER WORKED WITH A VENDOR TO 
HELP CLIENTS WEATHER THE COVID-19 CRISIS
A credit union used an analytics vendor to help identify ways to help its members 
survive the coronavirus without hurting its own bottom line.

BY MARY SHACKLETT 

Analytics are playing a significant role in the fight 
against COVID-19, and the seriousness of  the crisis 
is also paving the way for more highly purposeful 
analytics tailored for specific industry sectors. Sound 
Credit Union, a Washington State financial insti-
tution, and Information Builders, an analytics and 
business intelligence company, joined forces to help 
the credit union’s members.

“Washington State was the original COVID-19 hot 
spot,” said Troy Garry, chief  financial officer at 
Sound Credit Union. “When the virus struck, we immediately began to ask ourselves, ‘What can we do to look 
at the impact on our members?’”

The credit union began to watch member spending on credit cards, and what the revenue impact could be with 
shops and businesses being shut down.

“We looked at credit card spend from a merchant standpoint, but also from the point of  view that our insti-
tution earns transaction income when credit cards are used, so less credit card use would also have an impact 
on our revenue stream,” Garry said.

As the member impact scenario broadened, Sound Credit Union also wanted to know what the effect would be 
on loans if  members would start to lose jobs.

“We anticipated that members would lose jobs and/or go on unemployment, and we wanted to find ways to 
assist them,” Garry said. “If  members had loans with us, perhaps there were ways we could offer payment 
relief  for a period of  time. In other cases, we might be able to arrange a small, low-rate loan to get the 
members over the hump before they received their stimulus payment.”

In the process, Sound Credit Union found that many different internal systems contained the member infor-
mation that it needed.

IMAGE: WEERACHONOAT, GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO
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“It was time consuming getting to all of  this data and finding ways to tie it all together so we could analyze it,” 
Garry said. “Our lending staff  was seeing one set of  data that gave them a picture of  our members, and our 
front line staff  was seeing another. What we needed was a ‘single source of  truth’ that pulled data from all of  
these systems and distilled that data into a single source so everyone was using the same information.”

A system integration effort like this can take months and even years if  an IT department tackles it alone. 
Meanwhile, the COVID-19 crisis was intensifying in Washington, and there was no time to lose. 

Sound Credit Union found a partner in Information Builders and its data integration toolset. Working with 
Information Builders, the credit union started with a manager of  digital innovation and an IT business analyst, 
and created an internal team from there.

Once the Information Builders software pulled data from all of  the credit union’s different systems and placed 
it into a uniform data repository, Sound Credit Union’s team put together scorecards, dashboards, and reports 
that began to profile its membership.

“We were successful in unifying all of  the data points we wanted from disparate systems into a central data 
repository that was easy to use,” Garry said. “That was very important.”

Key to the effort was Information Builders’ development of  a data dictionary that defined each data item. This 
assured that everyone using the data, regardless of  which department they were in, had the same understanding 
of  the data.

“The data dictionary plays a vital role because different data terms, or even the same data term, can mean 
different things to different users,” said Jon Deutsch, vice president and global head of  financial systems for 
Information Builders. “When you work with common data terms, confusion is eliminated and decision makers 
can make decisions faster.”

“We were able to make decisions based on how we could best help our members weather the COVID crisis, 
while also maintaining the health of  our financial portfolio,” Garry said. “We did this in timeframes that would 
have taken much longer had we not had the tools.”

Active collaboration between vendors and clients on purposeful industry-oriented analytics can meet the needs 
of  organizations during critical crises and deliver impactful results in non-crisis times sooner.

“There is now less trepidation and more confidence in the decision making that we do,” Garry said. “We will 
take what we learned and plug it into new areas that we want answers to, such as how we can most effectively 
manage our people and material resources, and what levels of  investment will be needed to do the work.”
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AI IS HELPING GET MEDICAL RESEARCH INTO THE 
HANDS OF DOCTORS AND PATIENTS
A patient-centric approach helps advance medical knowledge, which is desperately 
needed in the middle of a fast-moving pandemic.

BY MARY SHACKLETT

Getting new medical research into the hands of  
doctors to help them effectively treat patients is 
an ongoing challenge, now being met by a new 
platform. Medidata has created a new platform 
to help researchers, doctors, and patients collab-
orate on research. 

“What we’ve been fighting is an inadequate 
infrastructure for pharmacies, biotechs, practi-
tioners, and patients to interact,” said Glen de 
Vries, president of  Medidata.

The idea behind Medidata’s platform is to 
construct collaboration tools so that researchers, 
medical practitioners, biotech companies, and patients can interact with each other.

“With the COVID-19 pandemic that we’re in today, what we’ve seen is an overall decline in clinical trials 
around the world,” De Vries said. “For example, there’s a 50% decline in the number of  patients entering into 
oncology studies during the pandemic.”

Patients are delaying visits out of  fear that they will contract COVID-19 at a medical clinic or hospital. 

“Patients staying at home make it more difficult for researchers to proceed with trials and research,” De Vries 
said. “We need to do this work so we can understand the effect that SARS and COVID-19 have on the blood 
and the nervous system, and why children are developing a condition from COVID-19 similar to Kawasaki 
syndrome.”

De Vries’ company developed a patient-centric portal called My Medidata. It is Internet-enabled, and it focuses 
on each patient being the hub of  their own research and ecosystem of  care. The hope is that this will reignite 
patient engagement with medical researchers and practitioners during the pandemic.

IMAGE: PESHKOV, GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO
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“We track COVID-19 and also other medical conditions,” De Vries said. “Many institutions, agencies and 
companies contribute data to us. This allows us to provide analytics gleaned from a worldwide repository of  
anonymized data that aids researchers and clinicians because they now have access to a much broader patient 
population than they would if  they just individually collected data from their own research and trials. The 
analytics help them develop precision medicine treatments for individual patients.”

A broader field of  data is also enabling researchers, pharmaceutical companies, medical practitioners and 
patients to develop a greater understanding of  the underlying factors and conditions that affect medical 
treatments.

“What we’ve found with COVID-19 is that we have been talking about age and compromised immune systems 
as rendering people more susceptible to the virus,” De Vries said. “But what we’re really finding is significantly 
more complicated than that. Patients respond to medicines and treatments differently, so we look at genes, 
phenotypes, pre-existing conditions, and other elements. We’re seeing that age in itself  might not be the final 
criterion for determining who is more susceptible to COVID-19. We’re also learning more about different types 
of  patients. This enables us to consider precision medicine that better pinpoints the treatments and medicines 
that will be most effective.”

On the analytics side, artificial intelligence (AI) using algorithms and queries is augmented by machine learning 
that can detect data patterns and deduce insights from them. Stacks of  data from various sources are then 
consolidated into a single large dataset for the analysis.

“We call this ‘synthetic control,’” De Vries said, “because what we’re doing is synthesizing a great deal of  data 
from myriad sources into a final denominator. This final denominator doesn’t occur in the real medical world, 
where clinics and researchers operate on their own independent data. Instead, the data we provide is a consol-
idation of  many different patient profiles and findings from around the world. The data furnishes users with a 
large amount of  data that can be used for study and comparison.”

An example in the case of  COVID-19 would be a vaccine under development where the formula hasn’t had 
a chance to be tested for safety. Using a worldwide data repository with anonymized patient information, a 
vaccine developer could perform comparative studies to determine which patient profiles would likely be most 
compatible with the vaccine.

“This is a tool that gives many more hypotheticals to test research against than we’ve had before,” said De 
Vries. “As a tool, it has the potential to bring us to solutions faster.”

https://www.techrepublic.com/resource-library/downloads/cheat-sheet-artificial-intelligence-free-pdf/
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/machine-learning-the-smart-persons-guide/
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EXPERT: DATA INTEGRITY SHOULD BE PART OF 
THE RETURN-TO-WORK CONVERSATION
Look at several models that forecast the future scenarios of COVID-19 cases before 
making decisions about reopening offices and resuming services.

BY VERONICA COMBS

As data models predicting the course of  the 
coronavirus continue to guide life and death 
decisions, data quality and governance should 
be part of  the discussion, one expert says. 
Before making more return-to-work decisions, 
company executives and government officials 
should give the source of  COVID-19 data as 
much importance as the analysis of  the data.

Karen Way, managing director of  the Health 
Plan Data & Intelligence unit at NTT Data 
Services, said that every discussion of  
COVID-19 predictive models should include 
caveats that describe the limitations of  the data. 
She works with health insurance companies to analyze data and develop new strategies and data management 
solutions.

“Data governance and data quality are very often the first things to get forgotten, especially in a pandemic 
where there is an urgency to get the information out,” she said.

Way said that one of  the first data quality issues she noticed early on in the epidemic was that most people who 
had been tested were already in the hospital.

“With the lack of  testing, the only thing we could use to build models was information on people who were 
tested because they were already in the hospital,” she said. “This skews the data as well as how accurately we 
measure the problem.”

Way recommended that companies look at several models that forecast the future scenarios of  Covid-19 cases 
to make decisions about reopening offices and services and not rely on one predictive model.

IMAGE: BLUE PLANET STUDIO/GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO
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“Our best defense is data and understanding that data and using it to make the best decisions possible even 
though we know the data is limited,” she said.

Setting rules for counting and analyzing data directly impacts the quality of  the analysis. Way used the example 
of  how coronavirus deaths have been counted differently in Italy and New York. Italy counted almost 
every death as virus related during the peak days of  the epidemic while New York took a more conservative 
approach. Both entities are revising the total count.

“Maybe Italy counted deaths that weren’t related to the virus but in New York City, the numbers are being 
revised upward,” she said.

When looking at a collection of  data or the results of  an analysis, Way recommends looking at how the data 
was collected as well as the characteristics of  the data set such as demographic including age, gender, and race.

“Sometimes unconsciously you select data that supports pre-conceived notions, and I see that happening with 
Covid-19,” she said.

Way suggested that managers err on the side of  caution when making workforce decisions around Covid-19 
and always take into account the potential error factor.

“If  you’ve only looked at men in the ICU who tested positive, you should caveat your decision making by 
saying, ‘We don’t know how this will affect women,’” she said.

The best approach is to be honest about the limits of  the data and include appropriate context about the data 
set, such as how it was collected. Way said that she has less confidence in models that don’t include this kind of  
context.

The other complicating factor is that there is no one generic data model that can reflect the conditions in a 
meat packing plant vs. an office building vs. nursing home. Also, implementing data governance rules and 
standardization across takes time.

Way is working with healthcare clients to understand the financial impact of  the coronavirus epidemic on the 
industry in the short term and the long term.

“Anyone who is hospitalized is going to become high cost and high risk, and not everybody is going to have 
access to remdesivir,” she said. “Most of  the major health plans have waived copayments relative to hospital 
stays, they realize people are out of  work.”

Way’s data analysis also will help clients figure out how to pay for future treatments related to Covid-19.

“Will a coronavirus vaccine be treated like the flu vaccine and people will get it for free or will there be a 
co-pay?” she said.
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IMPLEMENTING DATA GOVERNANCE
The goal for data governance is to manage data provenance and access rights on the organizational level, 
according to Matthew Carroll, co-founder and CEO of  data governance firm Immuta.

“Everyone in an organization can rapidly gain access to data in a compliant way that is recognized and 
monitored to help ensure success no matter the role (compliance, data scientists, leadership),” he told 
TechRepublic’s sister site ZDNet.

Data management company Collibra recommends these best practices for guiding data governance:

1. Focus on the operating model

2. Identify data domains

3. Identify critical data elements within the data domains

4. Define control measurements

In 2019, data research firm Forrester released a study on the privacy laws of  61 countries, finding that many 
nations spent 2018 passing stringent privacy regulations and more would continue to do so in 2019.

The California Consumer Privacy Act  and other new privacy laws have added financial penalties for companies 
that don’t have a plan for disposing of  data after a certain amount of  time. Data governance policies could 
address these “secure disposal laws” and help companies avoid penalties for holding on to data for longer than 
they should.

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/new-privacy-laws-require-an-update-to-document-retention-policies/
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/new-privacy-laws-require-an-update-to-document-retention-policies/
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/how-more-countries-plan-to-pass-stringent-privacy-laws-in-2019/
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/how-more-countries-plan-to-pass-stringent-privacy-laws-in-2019/
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